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Summer is here! Who wants to actually get any 

modeling done when there’s grilling, gardening, 

camping, pools and picnics this time of year? 

Hopefully, lots of us! Heat, boredom, rain, and 

general downtime are all great excuses for getting 

some modeling done, and in this issue I’ll lead you 

through two quick and easy scratchbuilding projects. 

Dean Payne and Joe Bliss also demonstrate simple 

modeling projects with a steel gondola and a simple 

steam conversion project. And for inspiration, Dan 

Merkel gives us another photo tour of an impressive 

NKP layout, this time Jim Canter’s large O scale home 

layout.  
 

As always, Happy Nickel Plate Modeling, 
 

RAY 

 

(ON THE COVER:) 

NKP 619 hustles the daily local out of Metcalf, IL, on its way to Madison, 

and the end of a busy day.       Tony Koester photo. 
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 NKPHTS COMPANY STORE 
MODELS FOR SALE 

HO Models  
HO Accurail NKP MOW 36' Wooden Boxcar            $22.95 

 
HO-Tri-level Auto Rack (Accurail plastic kit)             $29.95 

 ALMOST GONE! 
HO-40’ Double Door Boxcar (Accurail plastic kit)           $14.00 

 
HO-Panel Side 2 Bay Hopper (Accurail plastic kit)           $13.50 

 
HO Accurail NKP 36' Wooden Boxcar             $14.00 

 
 
TCS Models 

All TCS models kits are composed of resin castings. 
While easy to build they are not shake-the-box models. Al l models HO scale. 

CP875: 826-Series Wood Caboose kit, NKP Decals                      $55.00 
CP911: 826-Series Wood Caboose kit, W&LE Decals                  $55.00 

 
CPTWR: NKP Elevated Gate Tower kit, based on Knox, IN.       $18.00 

 
CPVER: NKP Combination Station kit, based on Vermilion OH. 
                       $32.00 

 
CPROC: NKP Passenger Station kit, based on Rocky River OH. 
                                       $40.00 

 
 
 

Model prices do not include shipping & handling 
To order, please visit the NKPHTS Company Store website! 

 

 

NKPHTS COMPANY STORE 
PROTOTYPE REFERENCE BOOKS 

 FOR SALE 

BK003 
NKP Color Photography, Vol. 3: Railfan 
Perspective, Morning Sun (hardback) 

$43.00 

BK004 
NKP Publicity Photos (B&W), 1943-1952, Vol. 1., 
John B. Corns, TLC Publishing (hardback) 

$30.00 

BK011 Reflections Series #1, "Nickel Plate District" $10.00 

BK013 
Reflections Series #3, "Clover Leaf District" 
TStL&W 

$10.00 

BK014 
The Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway, Vol. 2., John B. 
Corns, TLC Publishing (hardback) 

$30.00 

BK015 
Nickel Plate Road Diesel Locomotives, Kevin J. 
Holland, TLC Publishing (hardback) 

$25.00 

BK018 
Nickel Plate Road In Color Volume 1: 1946 - 1959, 
Morning Sun (hardback) 

$48.00 

BK019 
Nickel Plate Road In Color Volume 2: 1960-1985, 
Morning Sun (hardback) 

$48.00 

BK020 
NKP Diagram Book, Passenger & Head End Cars, 
1938 

$16.00 

BK021 
NKP Diagram Book, Passenger & Head End Cars, 
1950 

$16.00 

BK022 
NKP Diagram Book, Freight Equipment, Piggyback, 
and Cabooses, 1962 

$20.00 

BK024 
"Nickel Plate Steam 1957-1958" by Robert P. 
Olmsted (hardback) 

$22.00 

BK025 
The Detroit & Toledo Shore Line Railroad - 
Expressway For Industry by Charles H. Geletzke, 
Jr. and Wilbur E. Hague (hardback) 

$65.00 

BK026 "TRRA Annual NKP in St Louis"  $40.00 

BK044 
Depots of the Nickel Plate Road, Willard Harvey, 
Silver Brook Publishing 

$20.00 

TDCLOE 
Clover Leaf District Track Diagrams, Revised to 
1/1/1942 

$20.00 

TCCLOL 
Clover Leaf District Track Diagrams, Revised to 
1/1/1964 

$20.00 

TDNKPE 
Nickel Plate District Track Diagrams, Revised to 
12/31/1948 

$20.00 

TDNKPL 
Nickel Plate District Track Diagrams, Revised to 
1/1/1963 

$20.00 

TDWLEC 
Wheeling & Lake Erie Cleveland Division Track 
Diagrams, Not dated, Compiled from NKP & N&W 
records 

$20.00 

TDWLET 
Wheeling & Lake Erie, Toledo District Track 
Diagrams, Revised to 1/1/1964 

$20.00 

TDLEWE 
Lake Erie & Western District Track Diagrams, 
Revised to 12/31/1935 

$20.00 

TDLEWL 
Lake Erie & Western District Track Diagrams, 
Revised to 1/1/1963 

$20.00 

 

 
Prices do not include shipping & handling 

To order, please visit the NKPHTS Company Store website! 

 

 

http://www.nkphts.org/store/catalog2.html
http://www.nkphts.org/store/catalog2.html
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RIDER CAR KIT RE-ORDER 
 

 
 

Due to popular demand the first and second runs of the HO 
scale rider cars kits have SOLD OUT.  

 
If you are interested in purchasing one of these car kits, 

contact the NKPHTS General Store TODAY to place a request 
for a re-order. Quantities will be limited, and future orders for 

these cars will be based on demand, and will require a 
minimum run quantity before the Society can proceed. 

 
 
 

SUGGEST A MODEL! 
The NKPHTS is dedicated to preserving the history and 

memory of the Nickel Plate Road. Part of that effort is offering 
for sale select models that reflect the NKP’s proud heritage. 

 
Model suggestion. Photo courtesy AMB 

 
The Company Store needs your input! If you’d like to suggest a 

commercially available model for the store to carry, please 
contact Company Store manager Bud Brueggeman 

at nkpinal@aol.com. 
 

If you have a suggestion for a candidate for the NKPHTS Model 
of the Year program, please contact Modeling Services 

Director Tony Koester at nkpfan@ptd.net. 
 

 
 
 

New Depot Model Proposal from the NYCSHS 
 

 
 

The New York Central System Historical Society has just announced their intent to produce a custom-
made kit for a Lake Shore & Michigan Southern “standard” brick station. Nearly 30 of these structures 
were built around the system in six states. Three were built on the Nickel Plate and Lake Erie & Western, 
at Conneaut, Lafayette (above), and Tipton; a nearly identical structure was used by the NYC and NKP at 
Hammond; and a similar depot was used by the Big Four and LE&W in Bloomington. If you’re modeling 
any of these five locations, this will be a must-have kit! 
 
The NYCSHS is currently looking for preorders for the HO scale kit, and needs 100 commitments before 
they can proceed. The kit would be produced by the N Scale Architect, and will consist of a laser cut 
wood core covered with peel & stick brick and stone sheets. Estimated price for the kit is expected to be 
$108.35 ($86.68 for members of the NYCSHS); the price may change once the kit is confirmed to be 
produced. 
 
If interested in obtaining this kit, please contact the NYCSHS at mackdave@optimum.net . The society is 
NOT currently taking orders, simply gauging interest in the project before proceeding. 

 

http://www.nkphts.org/store/catalog2.html
mailto:nkpinal@aol.com
mailto:nkpfan@ptd.net
https://nycshs.org/
https://www.facebook.com/1566545966958896/photos/a.1632723633674462.1073741829.1566545966958896/1930734160540073/?type=3&theater
https://thenarch.com/
mailto:mackdave@optimum.net
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W&LE Twin Hoppers from Accurail 
 

Accurail just announced the release of a three-pack of W&LE twin hoppers. Lettered in the road’s mid-
1920s/early 1930s lettering scheme, set #24334 retails for $49.98, while individual cars from the set (part 
number 2433) are $16.98 each. 

 

 
Preproduction model artwork courtesy of Accurail, Inc. 

 

Accurail P&WV Gondola 
 

 
Preproduction model artwork courtesy of Accurail, Inc. 

 

Also announced by Accurail is this Pittsburg & West Virginia “Alphabet Route” all-steel gondola. Working closely 
with the P&WV Historical Society to ensure accuracy, this car will look at home in any post-WWII NKP’s layout 
freight car roster. 

 
 

NKP Reefers from Athearn 
 

 
Preproduction model artwork courtesy of Athearn 

 

Athearn, as part of their Roundhouse line of steam-era freight cars, has announced the release of a Nickel Plate 
Road refrigerator car. Available in three road numbers (GARX 50508, 50510, 50515), these ready-to-run cars will 
retail for $24.95 and will be available in March 2018. 
 

(Editor’s note: these cars are stand-ins at best. While the NKP did use GARX reefers, the model is wrong in many ways, and the number series is incorrect) 

 

http://www.accurail.com/accurail/index.htm
http://www.accurail.com/accurail/CATALOG/2017/2017_June.pdf
http://www.accurail.com/accurail/CATALOG/2017/2017_June.pdf
http://www.athearn.com/
http://www.athearn.com/newsletter/042817/08_RND_40ft_Reefer_042817.pdf
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E-L Express Boxcars from Bowser 
 

 
Preproduction model artwork courtesy of Bowser Mfg. Co. 

  

Bowser just announced an Erie-Lackawanna express boxcar for release in February 2018. Often seen behind the 
Nickel Plate’s PA’s on their way from Buffalo to Chicago, these cars will be at home in any post-1960 passenger car 
roster. Available in three road numbers (E-L 173, 180, 188), these R-T-R models will retail for $25.95. Preorder are 
due with Bowser by July 14th. 

 

Two New S Scale NKP Engines 

 

 
Photos  courtesy of Lionel, LLC 

 

As part of their American Flyer line of S Scale equipment, Lionel has announced the release of two new NKP engines. Part of 
the line’s Flyerchief range, these locomotives feature dual mode AC or DC radio control, sound, and in the case of the 
Berkshire, smoke effects.  

The 2-8-4 retails for $349.99, and the GP7 for $249.99. 
 

O Scale NKP Passenger Train From Stockyard Express 
 

 
Photo courtesy Stockyard Express,LLC 

  

Stockyard Express just announced their intent to produce a custom NKP Passenger train, modeled after St. Louis 
trains #9/10. The models would be custom decorated MTH equipment, with the train consisting of a PA-1, DL&W 
baggage car, two NKP 100-series streamlined coaches, and a heavyweight NKP observation car. MSRP is $875.00. 
Stockyard Express will also offer extra cars to build a longer train: streamlined sleeper “City of St. Louis” ($99.95), 
and two NKP aluminum express boxcars ($69.95 each). 

 

http://www.bowser-trains.com/
http://www.bowser-trains.com/new/40ftboxcar.html
http://www.lionel.com/brands/american-flyer
http://www.lionel.com/
http://www.lionel.com/products/nickel-plate-flyerchief-s-scale-berkshire-steam-locomotive-6-42562
http://www.lionel.com/products/nickel-plate-road-flyerchieftm-gp-7-diesel-locomotive-6-48037
http://stockyardexpressllc.com/
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JOIN THE NICKEL PLATE ROAD HISTORICAL & 

TECHNICAL SOCIETY TODAY! 

 
 

Founded in 1966, the Nickel Plate Road 

Historical & Technical Society is 

America’s only rail-history organization 

dedicated solely to preserving the history 

and legacy of the Nickel Plate Road and its 

predecessors. 

 The Society publishes a quarterly 

magazine, maintains an award-winning 

website at NKPHTS.org, provides 

stewardship of a major archive of historical 

material at the Western New York Railway Historical 

Society, and offers numerous member programs and 

projects, including an annual convention 

 As a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit corporation, financial 

donations and contributions of historical photos, 

documents, and ephemera are tax-deductible and always 

appreciated. 

 The Purpose of the NKPHTS is to maintain an 

association of persons interested in the former New York, 

Chicago & St. Louis Railroad (Nickel Plate Road), and to 

obtain, preserve, and distribute information and material 

related to the former Nickel Plate Road, its predecessors, 

and lessees. It shall be the intent of the corporation to 

promote, support, and preserve the historic legacy of the 

Nickel Plate Road through the creation of programs 

designed to be of benefit and service to its members, as 

well as to assist qualified, non-profit museums, libraries, 

rail groups, and historical organizations, either financially 

or technically, in the preservation, conservation, and/or 

collection of material, equipment, and memorabilia relating 

to the railroad and its predecessors. 

 The original Nickel Plate Road Historical & 

Technical Society was formed in Lafayette, Indiana in 

1966. The NKPHTS was incorporated in the state of Ohio 

in 1972 as a non-profit, non-stock corporation organized 

for educational purposes. We are recognized as a 501(c)(3) 

organization by the Internal Revenue Service, so all 

contributions of material and money are tax deductible. 

Information on donating money and materials to the 

NKPHTS may be found on our website.  

 The NKPHTS publishes a quarterly magazine 

devoted to the history of the Nickel Plate Road, Lake Erie 

& western, Wheeling & Lake Erie, and the Toledo, St. 

Louis & Western (Clover Leaf) railroads. Included from 

time to time are articles on modeling the Nickel Plate, 

current status of Nickel Plate facilities and 

rolling stock, and other railroads’ joint 

operation with the Nickel Plate. The 

magazine is printed in color, on high-quality 

gloss paper and is generously illustrated 

with photos and maps. Occasional 

newsletters are provided to keep members 

informed of current Society events and 

news, along with timely updates and/or 

supplements to the magazine. 

 For over twenty-five years the NKPHTS has 

published an annual calendar with fourteen high-quality 

photographs of the NKP, TStL&W, LE&W and W&LE 

railroads. 

 From time to time the Society has embarked on a 

limited run offering of a special project. These have 

included timetable reprints, lithographs, books and scale 

models. 

 The staff of the Nickel Plate Road Historical & 

Technical Society is all-volunteer and its business is 

conducted largely by mail and email. The membership has 

an opportunity to meet each year at our annual convention, 

which is held in a Nickel Plate city. These meetings include 

displays, model railroad tours, swap and sale tables, slide, 

movie and video sessions, and tours of rail facilities. A 

general business meeting and banquet are the highlights of 

these weekends, where the Society’s officers are elected 

and important business is handled. 

 Our Society also offers numerous internet and 

online-based activities free of charge to all of its members. 

We have an extensive website at NKPHTS.org which 

displays information, photos, documents, and Society news. 

We have a “Members Area” which can only be accessed 

by current members of the Society and which contains 

many items of interest, including Howard W. Ameling’s 

collection of 5,000-plus Nickel Plate Road photos. 

Members with an email address receive a monthly E-List 

Newsletter with the latest Society information and various 

articles of interest to NKP fans. A new initiative is the 

online publication of a quarterly magazine devoted to 

modeling the NKP, the Nickel Plate Road Modeler’s 

Notebook. The Society also hosts an online discussion 

forum on Yahoo Groups. You will also find us on 

YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter. 

 
 

 

http://www.nkphts.org/
http://www.trainweb.org/wnyrhs/
http://www.trainweb.org/wnyrhs/
http://www.nkphts.org/mag/index.html
http://www.nkphts.org/elist.html
http://www.nkphts.org/calendar/index.html
http://www.nkphts.org/convention/
http://www.nkphts.org/
http://www.nkphts.org/members/
http://www.nkphts.org/elist.html
http://www.nkphts.org/elist.html
http://nkphts.org/modelersnotebook/
http://nkphts.org/modelersnotebook/
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/NKPHTS-members/conversations/messages
https://www.youtube.com/user/nickelplateroad
https://www.facebook.com/nkphts
https://twitter.com/nkphts/


2018 APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

PRIVACY POLICY:  The Nickel Plate Road Historical & Technical Society maintains a general policy whereby it does not 
sell or offer membership information to any other group or individual for any purpose.  However, information from this 
application form and subsequent renewal forms may be used for internal purposes by the Society.  If you wish to NOT 
have your name or information about you used for NKPHTS business or internal communications, please check this box:  

OTHER RAIL ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH YOU BELONG:

        NICKEL PLATE HISTORY       NKP PROTOTYPE PRESERVATION/RESTORATION
 NICKEL PLATE MODELING       COLLECTING & PRESERVATION OF NKP MEMORABILIA

THIS FORM IS FOR NEW MEMBERSHIPS ONLY AND SHOULD NOT TO BE USED FOR RENEWALS OR REINSTATEMENTS NKPHTS M-02.18

Date Rec'd          Membership Number              Authorized By

I hereby apply for admission into the Nickel Plate Road Historical & Technical Society.

DATE     SIGNATURE

PLEASE RATE YOUR INTEREST IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS ON A SCALE OF ONE TO TEN
(One Being The Lowest Level Of Interest And Ten Being The Highest)

A separate form must be  
submitted for each individual 
applying for membership. 
Please answer all questions 
and remit the necessary 
dues with the application 
form.  Incomplete forms 
and/or incorrect dues will 
necessitate the return of 
the application form to the 
applicant and will cause a 
delay in processing of the 
membership.  

• PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT IN INK •

NKPHTS MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
PO BOX 138 • BUCKLIN, MO 64631-0138

NAME                                                  DATE OF BIRTH

ADDRESS                                     CITY           STATE      ZIP  CODE

TELEPHONE                      EMAIL                    OCCUPATION    

  (First)        (Middle Initial)               ( Last)

(         )         -
  (Area Code First)                Physician, artist, mechanic,
                     salesperson, retired, etc.  
 
RECOMENDED BY           WHERE DID YOU FIRST HEAR ABOUT THE NKPHTS?

Organized: 1966   Incorporated: 1972

IF YOU ARE A MODELER OR TRAIN COLLECTOR, WHAT IS YOUR PRIMARY SCALE/GAUGE OF INTEREST?

The NKPHTS Membership Year is from October 17th thru October 16th. The membership fee payable with this application is for the standard 
membership year beginning October 17th, and will not be pro-rated.  All applications received after August 31st will be processed for the next 
membership year unless specific instructions to the contrary are given by the applicant. Please do not send dues for more than one year. We 
will accept payment for only the current year's membership. Member benefits for the membership new year become available on October 17th, 
except for the Nickel Plate Road Magazine, the first issue of which is delivered in early January.

By signing this form, a new member applicant agrees to subscribe to the purposes and principles of the Nickel Plate Road Historical & Technical 
Society and further agrees to comply with the policies and regulations of the Society.  

MEMBERSHIP TYPE  2018 ANNUAL  
      DUES

Send Check Or Money Order, Payable To: 
NKPHTS

Check One

CONTRIBUTING  $60.00
Includes Annual Calendar  
 
BASIC  US & Canada  $35.00
PATRON   $125.00
Includes calendar and First Class Mailing
INTERNATIONAL  $60.00
Includes International First Class Mailing

Optional First Class Mail Delivery Add:
$10.00 US or $14.00 Canada
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Nickel Plate Road Modeling Videos 
 

While wandering around aimlessly through the internet, we’ve run across several videos featuring great  
Nickel Plate Road modeling action. Here’s a few of our favorites! 

 

NKP 765 Fantrip around Horseshoe Curve – in O scale 

 
This video chases NKP 765 (the Lionel version) as she climbs the mountains of Pennsylvania. 

 

NKP Doubleheader 

 
All Brass Backshop shows off two newly refurbished brass Nickel Plate steam engines as they make a test run 

across a nicely sceniced layout. 
 

Bachmann Berkshire 

 
Modeler Marco Bujis shows us a nicely weathered and redetailed Bachmann Berkshire. 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8P3h7Ux1BA4
http://www.allbrassbackshop.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWYI8WmnP38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-5kuOxOR6M
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MATERIAL LIST: 

 

Hose House: 

Siding - Evergreen 2020 

Floor - Evergreen 2020 

Fascia - Evergreen 102 

Foundation - Evergreen 154 

Sub-roof - Evergreen 9020 

Roof - Plastruct 91620 

Hinges - Tichy 3067 

Clasp -  Tichy 8209 

 

Crossing Shanty: 

Siding - Evergreen 4083 

Eaves brackets - Evergreen 123 

Corner trim - Evergreen 291 

Sub-roof - Evergreen 9020 

Roof  - Plastruct 91620 

Porch - Evergreen 2020 

Foundation - Evergreen 155 

Doors - Tichy 8032 

Windows - Tichy 2508 (N scale!) 

Chimney - Tichy 8293 

Metal foil tape for roof flashing. 

 

SUMMERTIME SHEDS 
Two Quick Nickel Plate Scratchbuilding Projects 

By Ray Breyer 

 
Summer time is here! That means running around outside enjoying the weather with family and friends, and 
certainly not hiding out in your favorite hobby lair under the harsh glow of artificial lighting. Indoor activities like 
modeling are why we have the winter! But sometimes the weather is just too darned hot, or it’s raining outside, or 
you just really get an itch to get a little modeling done. In cases like that it’s best to have simple projects handy to 
work on, and that’s what this article is all about: two simple, small, and fairly easy scratchbuilding projects to keep 
your modeling juices flowing, your hobby skills fresh, and to give you something unique and NKP-correct to add to 
your layouts. 
 
By now, everyone reading one of my articles should know that I love scratch building and kitbashing. Once you get 
past the initial fear of cutting into a “perfectly good model”, and over “messing something up” and having to start 
over, scratch building is a great bang for your buck in a lot of ways. Most 
especially, I love the idea of creating something unique with my modeling time, 
and having models that aren’t on everyone else’s layouts. And as a “prototype 
sincere” modeler it’s nice to know that I have a Nickel Plate-specific item to add to 
my layout, and not “Generic Building #7”.  
 
I’ve got dozens and dozens of modeling projects on my to-do list, but I specifically 
chose these two recently in order to move the projects along quickly. I actually 
built NINE structures in all instead of just two, in only a few hours over the course 
of a week. I don’t necessarily recommend bulk building, but if you need more than 
one shed (and everyone does!) then it does make the process faster overall when 
cutting or assembling. 
 
I chose one common and one unique item to build: a NKP crossing guard’s shanty 
and a hose and hydrant “house”. The crossing shanty could be seen across all 
divisions on the railroad, at nearly any grade crossing in built up areas. The hose 
house is a little unique looking, but was actually a common item in any yard or 
engine facility. Neither one is particularly difficult to assemble, but each has its 
own unique “gotchas” that may stretch your modeling skills a little. And these 
structures are small, so if you need them have your Optivisors handy! 
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We’ll start off by building the hose house. Although it looks like a difficult build that’s just because of the odd doors. 
It took me a while to figure out the prototype plans since that’s all I had to work with (I couldn’t find a single clear 
photo of one), but once I knew what I was doing I banged out three in less than two hours. 
 

 
As with any project like this, start off by gathering materials and laying out the major parts. This simple shed used 
tongue & groove planks for siding, and I had plenty of that material as scraps left over from other, larger projects 
(never throw away a usable scrap of plastic!). The project itself is simple because this is really only a little box with 
one cutout for the angled doors. Cut out the eight body parts as per the above guide, and sand the edges slightly if 
necessary.   

  
Now, glue the walls together with MEK. I started by gluing the back wall to one side wall, then adding the other side 
wall, then adding the front wall. Once the body is together glue it to the floor, and add a little more MEK to each 
corner to make sure they’re well bonded. 

  
Now add the doors. This can be a complicated process, but doesn’t have to be. First, grab the top of one door with a 
pair of reverse-action tweezers. Next, add a small bead of MEK to the floor where the door needs to go. Add the door 
into the shed, touching the floor and the side wall. Add a small amount of MEK along the side wall, and hold the door 
in place for a few seconds until the MEK begins to set. Then repeat the process with the second door. Once done, add 
more MEK to each joint to secure them. 
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Now add the roof. The sub-roof is plain styrene; just add a little MEK to the top of the shed and place it up there. The 
plans for the sheds call for “ready roofing”, which just meant whatever was handy. Tar paper would be completely 
appropriate, but I used Plastruct cinder block sheet, which I use to represent asphalt shingles. If you go this route 
cut the shingles SLIGHTLY larger than the sub-roof; maybe a scale inch or two of overhanging each side. Slop a lot of 
MEK onto the sub-roof to secure the shingle sheet. 
 

 
Notice that on most of the above photos, there are a few irregularities in height between the parts. Freehand cutting 
along a .7mm Sharpie guide line is less than precise! But that’s OK, since the slop is all clustered around the top of 
the model. And the tops of wooden buildings generally have fascia boards along the roof. Instant slop masking! The 
fascia boards are Evergreen .01”x.04” strip, and I could tell you all sorts of precise measurements for each of the 
four boards. But I can’t actually do that, because I never measure stuff like this! Just chop a small piece of material 
that’s a little long for two sides, MEX them into place, trim off the excess, add the other two fascia boards, and cut off 
that excess. Quality sprue nippers make quick work for this sort of trimming, and are FAR faster than knives and 
give you just as good a cut. Notice that I said quality nippers: the ones sold by most budget tool suppliers online and 
at local train shows are garbage. These aren’t cheap tools, and can cost between $40 and $85! But if all you use it for 
is cutting plastic it’ll last you a lifetime. Mine is over 20 years old and still gives me clean, sharp, straight cuts. (I 
bought a backup from Micro Mark, and actually threw it away since it couldn’t cut through material more than .025” 
thick) 
 
With the fascia on you’re almost done, and it’s time to add the details. 
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I used Tichy refrigerator car door hinges since they’re the most readily available hinge model around. Door clasps 
are pretty much unavailable in HO, so I had to improvise. Mine are made of two Tichy hoop band clamps, which are 
meant for water tanks. I used two for the door clasp, cutting the tails off of one. The hinges are actually a little tricky, 
since you have to fold them into an angle. Expect most to break, and some of the parts to fly off into space never to 
be seen again. Once you have the parts modified add them to the doors with more MEK. 

 
Notice that two of the hinges on the lefthand shed have new parts. 

 

With that your hose house is done, except for a foundation (ALL buildings sit on foundations!). My foundation is 
simple: four short pieces of .06”x.08”. 

  
With the foundation on the shed is complete! Let the MEK dry, and then paint it. I added a quick coat of Floquil rattle 
can primer and brush painted the sheds with Apple Barrel craft paints. The body is red (any red will do), and the 
foundation is raw umber. NKP asphalt shingles were generally olive green, but I thought that the combination of 
olive & red would be a little odd. The NKP did also sometimes use dark gray and brown shingles, so I opted for gray. 
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With these three hose houses done (remember that I messed the first one up!) my modeling juices were flowing, so I 
decided to look around for another small project. The NKP’s standard crossing shanties were only 6’x8’, so seemed 
like a nice little project. Since I have several towns on my layout I knew that I’d need more than one of these, so 
again batch built them. Digging through my scrap bin I found enough of the same siding to build six of them. These 
sheds are small, but are far more detailed so will take a little longer to build than the hose houses: it took me six 
hours to build all of them, including time to interpret the diagrams and putter around while watching movies. 
 

 
 

I also decided to not make each one look exactly alike. While these simple structures were all built to the same 
pattern across the railroad, they soon took on their own personalities. Some crossing guards held the same job for a 
decade or more, so quickly added personal touches to “their” sheds. While I didn’t add flower boxes or screen doors 
to any of mine, I did add awnings and porches to some, and didn’t add back windows to others. This gave the sheds 
a family look without creating a boring cookie cutter effect. 
 
Again, start off by cutting out the main walls. I didn’t add floors to these since they weren’t necessary; they will 
eventually sit right on their foundation boards. The door and window openings are scaled to fit the closest parts I 
could find (see the parts list) so are a little smaller than the plan. With projects like this it’s also best to fudge the 
measurements an inch or two to take advantage of the siding lines, which make for very handy cutting guides! 
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The hardest, most tedious part of building a structure with window openings is cutting out all of the holes for the 
windows. There are many ways to do this, but the fastest and simplest way is to use a corner chisel. 
 

 
This tool is supposed to be used in a press, but for general workbench use my way is simpler and faster. Just line up 
the part at a corner and give it three or four firm but not too hard raps with a hammer. Repeat three more times and 
the material in the middle should just pop right off. The styrene WILL bend while you’re cutting; don’t let that stress 
you out! Once the holes are cut test fit a window casting and clean up the holes as necessary with a jeweler’s file. Cut 
out the door opening traditionally (Xacto handle and a #11 blade), test fit the doors for a good fit, and you’ve now 
got a pile of walls to assemble. MEK them all together, with the side walls inside the ends.  If you’re comfortable with 
hand painting the doors & windows after everything’s together add them now; otherwise leave them loose for spray 
painting. 

 
With the walls together, add the corner trim. I was in a rush to finish these sheds as quickly as possible and forgot to 
do this step “the right way” at this point, so some of the photos below don’t show the corner trim until later. This 
way is faster! Just cut a piece of .06” L-channel to be a little longer than the wall height, grasp one end of the part 
with your trusty reverse-action tweezers, flood the inside of the channel with MEK, and add the part to the corner. 
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Once the MEK dries a bit, use your sprue cutters to cut the bottom of the part flush with the bottom of the wall, and 
the top at an angle to match the roof. Done, with no tedious pre-measuring and pre-cutting required! 

 
Next up are the sub-roofs, which are scale 11.5’x11’ pieces of .020” thick plain styrene. Use the “score and fold” 
method for the roofs: cut out the large rectangle for the entire roof first, and then only score the center line. Gently 
fold the roof at the score until it snaps but doesn’t come apart. Add the entire roof onto the building, flip the 
structure over, and MEK it in place from the inside. Hold the roof onto the walls until the MEK sets up, which will 
only take a few seconds. 

 
 

Now it’s time for the pickiest part of the project, adding the exposed roof rafters. You can leave these off of your 
models if you want to, but this sort of simple and inexpensive small detail really makes a model stand out. And 
adding a “fine scale” detail like this to an otherwise generic and anonymous model tends to fool viewers into 
thinking that the rest of your layout is as well detailed! 
 
There are seven rafters on each shed, which add up to 14 small pieces of plastic that need to be added to each of 
them. My six shed build meant that I had to cut 84 pieces of two different lengths out! I dragged out my NWSL 
Chopper for this part of the project.  The rafters are .02”x.06” Evergreen strip, and each shed needs ten pieces that 
are 2.5 scale feet long and four that are six scale feet long. Once each rafter was cut out I freehand cut one end into a 
roughly 33 degree angle (1:3 roof pitch). This angle is especially important for the long end rafters, but not so 
critical for the stubby ones (just don’t cut them to a 45 degree angle). 
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Add the short rafters first, by grabbing the rafter with tweezers, adding a small amount of MEK to the roof where 
you want the part, and then adding the part itself. I added one to each end just behind the corner trim first, then one 
centered above the window, and then two more evenly spaced between the three. Repeat on the other side. Once 
done add a small amount of MEK to each one to make sure that they all stay put. 
 

 
 

Now it’s time to do the end rafters, which are a bit more difficult to add since they only have one contact point on 
the model, not two. Repeat the process of grab, glue, add with these parts, taking a bit more care to make sure that 
they’re lined up with the edge of the roof. As you can see on my model I left a scale inch or two of roof overhang. 
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With all of the rafters in place, trim off the excess with your sprue cutters as shown. And with that the sheds are 
essentially done! You can add some tarpaper roofing and paint them, and get them onto your layout. I went a couple 
of steps further though, and added foundations, porches and awnings to a couple, and chimneys for the stamped tin 
stove that each shed was equipped with. 
 
I added the foundations first, by adding short strips of .06”x.10” Evergreen strip around the base of each shed, 
slightly inset from the walls. Since I was adding two different types of porches to some of these, I ended up with 
three slightly different types of foundations.  

  
From left to right: no porch (standard), small porch (most common in prototype photos), large porch. 

 
The porch extensions to the frames are two scale feet long. Notice that I didn’t bother adding part of the foundations 
that were covered by the porch itself. Once the sheds are installed in scenery nobody will ever see that they’re 
missing, so why bother? The porch decks are just scrap pieces of .02” thick car siding, which was the same material I 
used on the hose houses. 
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I then added awnings to two of the sheds, which were a common-enough item added by crossing guards to keep the 
sun at bay during their long, dull workday. For inspiration I used a photo of a crossing shanty that was in use in 
Frankfort until 1989, and which was in place into the 1990s. 
 

   
 

There’s nothing fancy here: the awning is just a piece of .02” plain sheet cut to fit the area’s width and two feet deep, 
topped with some Plastruct cinder block sheet. I glued the awning in place with and added .02”x.06” eaves brackets. 
 
With the details done I could finally finish the sheds. I added shingles to each of mine, using more of the Plastruct 
cinder block sheet. When the MEK was dry on each, I drilled a 5/32” hole into each roof for a chimney. I then 
covered the top peak with a piece of flashing. For this sort of thing I always use metallic ducting tape, which is 
basically heavy duty aluminum foil with adhesive on one side. 
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To add the tape, just lay a short piece onto a piece of glass, mark cutting lines every scale foot, and cut the tape into 
strips with a #11 blade. Pick up the strip of tape, add it centered onto the roof peak, and fold it over. Burnish the 
tape with the rounded end of your hobby knife to keep the tape in place, and trim off the excess on the ends. I also 
added a small piece (about 1.5 scale feet square) around the chimney hole. Again, cheap and simple details! 

 
Finally, glue the chimney in place. I couldn’t find any parts in my bins that looked like the ones in prototype photos 
and plans, so “fudged” this detail and made my own out of Roundhouse caboose stacks, modified as shown. Glue 
them into place from the inside of the roof, and hold them in their correct position until the MEK dries, and you’re 
actually done, and have a pile of sheds! 

 
 
Now it was time to paint them all. I first primered them all and let them dry fully for a week. Since I’m modeling the 
late 1920s and early 1930s when Nickel Plate structures could be either their originally-specified two tone green or 
their “modern” two tone gray, I decided to paint some in each scheme. The colors I used for each were: 
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ORIGINAL PAINT: 
Body: light green (I used one part dark green and five parts white to come up with something close to sage) 
Trim, doors & windows: dark green 
Roof: slate gray 
Foundation & porch: raw umber 
Chimney: dark gray 
 
MODERN PAINT: 
Body: Milwaukee Road gray 
Trim: one part Milwaukee Gray, three parts white 
Door & windows: slate gray 
Roof: 50/50 mix of olive green and Kelly green 
Foundation & porch: raw umber 
Chimney: dark gray 
 
I spray painted the main body color onto the sheds, and hand painted everything else. Allow the paint to dry fully (a 
few days), and you really are done! 

   
These two projects took me “three weeks” to complete. But that was for nine NKP-specific structures to add to my 
layout, and only working on them for an hour here and an hour there. Overall I’ve only got about an hour’s worth of 
work into each structure, and only a couple of dollars invested into each one (because I mostly used leftover scrap 
material for each!). All in all, it was a very enjoyable use of my hobby time, and I hope that at least a few of you will 
attempt the same project! 
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Modeler’s Reference 
NKP Crossing Shanty and Hose House Plans 
A supplement to this issue’s “Summertime Sheds” article. 
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Jim Canter’s Nickel Plate Road and Plywood Railroad 
By Dan Merkel 

 
 

While attending last year’s NMRA National Convention in Indianapolis, Jim Canter invited my wife Janet and myself 
to his home to see his large O scale layout. I’m always a sucker for a good home layout tour, so gladly accepted his 
invite. Jim’s a long-time principle within the NKPHTS, and I knew that he was an avid O scaler, like so many other 
members of the society. Having visited David Vaughn’s large Proto:48 layout recently, I thought that I had some idea 
of what I was about to see. 
 
I was a bit mistaken: Jim’s layout is huge! He says that it’s around 75’ x 35’, with benchwork three feet deep in 
places. Jim lovingly calls his empire the “Nickel Plate & Plywood” due to a general lack of scenery, but it’s impressive 
nonetheless in its current state. The layout depicts a generic main line “out East”, and although focused firmly on the 
NKP does feature equipment from the Pennsy, B&O and C&O as well (placing the location firmly in Buckeye 
territory!). 
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Sadly, I didn’t have too much time to visit Jim’s layout and didn’t have a tripod with me, so didn’t get too much in the 
way of vital statistics on this immense effort. So instead of boring all of you with lots of words I’ll just share a photo 
highlight tour of some of the more impressive things I saw while there. 
 

 
A NKP Berkshire takes on water before heading out onto Jim’s main line.  

Virtually all of Jim’s steam engines are models that he has had a hand in producing and importing. 
 

 
Yards full of cars are a common sight on most home layouts, and don’t usually convey a sense of size for the layout. 

Keep in mind that this is O scale, and that each of these cars is a real foot long or more! 
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Viewing Jim’s engine facility area was awe-inspiring, with 20 or more brass behemoths waiting their turn to run. 
What’s more impressive is that virtually all of these engines are Nickel Plate power. 
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Other roads besides the NKP are 
featured in Jim’s stable. At top is a 
C&O articulated. Several PRR 
engines were also hanging around, 
including the K-4 to the right. And 
at bottom is another huge engine, a 
B&O 2-10-2. 
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Although this was a quick and informal tour of Jim’s home layout, he did have a NKP passenger train go through its 
paces for me, led by a brass RSD-12. Watching this single engine zip along hauling a short passenger string was a lot 
different from my last experience with this type of engine: running a string of three of them and a long, slow coal drag 
across David Vaughn’s empire! 
 

 
Like so many layouts Jim’s is still a work in progress. The main line is fully operational, but there’s still a lot of work to 
be done on sidings and industrial spurs. Given that Jim’s hand laying every inch of track, the work is a bit daunting. 
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I love models of buildings, and took the time to examine more than a few on the layout. Again, the sheer size of O scale 
can’t be fully appreciated in photos like these: this building is nearly two feet long. 
 
In addition to his large O scale home layout, Jim is a Proto:48 modeler and advocate, and has spent a lot of time 
writing about and promoting the fine scale aspect of the gauge. “Classic” O scale runs on tracks that are five scale 
feet apart, while P:48 places them at their correct scale 4’ 8 ½” apart. That wouldn’t be very noticeable difference in 
HO, but it is in this much larger scale. Most O scale equipment comes in the wide track gauge, so Jim and a few 
others have been supporting their modeling efforts by manufacturing track and wheel components on the side. Jim 
and David Vaughn have even imported a few brass models in P:48 including NKP cabooses. Jim also helps build and 
run a P:48 modular layout, which acts as a travelling advertisement for the scale. Naturally, the Nickel Plate road is 
prominently displayed on the portable layout. 
 

 
A weatherbeaten 1000-series caboose trails the last freight of the day during our visit. Jim built this model from an old 
Gloor Craft kit decades ago. 
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Kitbash a W&LE 52000-series Gondola 
By Dean Payne 

 

 
 
Being a Wheeling & Lake Erie modeler can be challenging. We’re fortunate to have a lot of their equipment in HO 
scale, simply because the railroad bought a lot of already designed, off-the-shelf items (USRA 2-8-2s, 2-6-6-2s, and 
hoppers, and Pennsy-designed X29-type boxcars among others). But a lot of their equipment was fairly unique, 
especially many of their gondolas. That means we Wheeling fans need to scrounge and be creative when assembling 
a fleet of coal-haulers for our favorite road. As a Depression-era modeler I really can’t use Accurail’s nice WWII-era 
gondola model, and a fleet consisting of just Walthers USRA 45-foot mill gondolas isn’t realistic. I needed options! 
 

 
A typical 1920s/1930s string of W&LE gondolas: five cars, three different types. Three of the five cars are 52000s, so 

obtaining at least one for my fleet was a priority.                     ICC Valuation photo, CSU Collection 
 
One day while browsing through a swap meet, I ran across an old Mantua gondola model that was cast and painted 
in horrible colors, but which showed potential for modification. Many of these older plastic models were crude and 
generic, but generally have enough good detail that they can be used as inexpensive “fleet fillers” with a little work, 
and with all new paint and lettering. 
 
Once I got the model home I cracked open my reference material. Armed with the W&LE’s 1932 car diagram book 
and a couple of photos, I quickly was that the sides of the model were a decent-enough match for the road’s 52000-
53899 series cars. 
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Overall, while a little clunky, the model had the right number of ribs and side panels, was within an inch or two of 
the right height and length, and had rivet lines in all the right places (no, I didn’t bother counting them all). The ends 
were the wrong type (Dreadnaught instead of flat with large ribs) and the underframe was horrible, but those could 
be taken care of. I now had a good starting point to fill in some of those Wheeling gondola blanks in my roster! 
 
The first part of my “toy train to railroad model” car transformation was easy: bash. Using a razor saw I removed 
the ends and sanded the edges smooth. I then used an Xacto #17 chisel blade to remove the cast on grabs and 
stirrups. Finally, I removed the old underframe. The car that I bought was a Mantua built version with a metal floor; 
when the line was owned by Tyco that line used a plastic one. Both floors snap into the body, so removing them is 
easy. Throw the underframe away: it’s far too crude to be useful. 
 

 
Tyco (top) and Mantua underframes under the same body shell casting. Both are equally horrible, and not worth trying 

to salvage, especially on a $4 swap meet car! 
 
Finally, strip the old paint and lettering from the model. The paint came off easily enough once the car was soaked in 
rubbing alcohol for a while, but the lettering was far more difficult. I had to resort to sanding most of it off with 600-
grit fine sandpaper, and flicking some blobs off with the tip of a #11 blade. A micro sand blaster (also called an ”air 
eraser”) will also work if you happen to have one. 
 
Once the bashing was done, it was time to assemble the kit. Everything I sourced for the project was a “commonly 
available” part, but items like the DA ends and T-section trucks are sometimes hard to find. The internet is your 
friend in these instances. 
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Materials: 
Mantua or Tyco gondola model with 11 side panels 
Detail Associates FC6222, GS gondola ends with riveted plates 
Tichy 3015, 18” long drop grab irons (4 needed) 
Tichy 3019, box car underframe 
Tichy 3021, 18” long straight grab irons (18 needed) 
Tichy 3034, split-K brake set 
Tichy 3038, straight side-mount stirrups (4 needed) 
Tichy 3063, corner gussets (4 needed) 
One pair T-section trucks, Kadee, Walthers or Red Caboose 
Couplers of your choice (I used Kadee #58) 
Sheet lead or steel for weight 
Evergreen .02”x.06” or .02”x.08” 
Evergreen .06” x .08” (for the end beams) 
Champ HN-88, W&LE road name decals, plus dimensional data from assorted Champ sets 
 
Assembly Steps: 
 
There are two challenging parts to this kitbash: fitting the ends and fitting the underframe. We’ll work on the ends 
first, to create a solid carbody “box”. 
 

   
 
The DA ribbed end casting is a handy part for pre-WWII modelers, since thousands of early steel cars were built 
with similar ends. These model parts were specifically made for GS-type gondola models, so some creative work 
needs to be done to be able to use them on this car. The biggest problem is that the ribs are too low! Flipping the 
part around so the bottom is now the top fixes that problem, but you now have to trim away the NBWs for the grabs, 
as well as the top angle piece. There’s a small undercut along the bottom edge of the end that needs to be filled in. I 
used a small piece of .01”x.02” and trimmed it to fit (the strip is barely visible in the photo above).  The end is also 
too wide, so you’ll have to trim away a small amount of material on each side to get it to fit. Once the part’s been 
modified for a nice, snug fit, secure it in place with MEK. Add a strip of Evergreen 2x6 (or 2x8, whichever matches 
what’s on the sides) along the top edge of the car to form a new “lip”, and add the Tichy corner gussets. The 
extended end buffer is a part that came with the Tichy underframe, and had to be slightly modified on the back of 
the part to fit. 
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Next, Add the Tichy boxcar underframe. This is a trial and error affair best done before any details are added to the 
floor. Sand the long sides a little to get them to fit, and trim away a bit more off each end. Once the floor fits nicely 
set it aside and detail it as per Tichy’s instructions. The cars were built with “split-K” brakes, but I didn’t find out 
that detail until after I had finished the model! Hopefully, at least some of these were rebuilt with conventional K 
brakes. Add weight under the shell using rubber cement, and then glue the underframe in place. 
 

 
 
With the major work out of the way it’s time to add the fine details. I used a Tichy grab iron drilling jig (one’s 
provided with each of their boxcar and reefer kits) to add the side and end grab iron hole locations. Note that the 
side and end grabs all line up with each other. Add the grabs with CA. Once the grabs are in, move to the B end of the 
car and add the end brake gear details. One thing to keep in mind is that these cars used Klasing ratchet hand 
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brakes, not more commonly known stemwinders or Ajax power brakes (the Wheeling liked Klasings and used them 
on most of their earlier hoppers and gons). The Tichy set comes with this type of hand brake. 
 

 
Two different W&LE gondolas show off their Klasing brake actuators. The car on the right is a 52000-series car while 

the one on the right is a similar 53000-series, which was similar but featured different ends. 
 

 
 
 

With the B end detailed the car is complete, and is ready for paint. I washed my model in warm water and a little 
dish soap, primed it, and painted it grimy black darkened slightly with a little plain black. The interior of the car was 
painted dark gray, to simulate the car’s hard life as a coal hauler. Add a gloss coat over the outside walls of the 
model and the car is ready for decals. The reporting marks came from Champ’s old W&LE road name set, the 
numbers are 9” Roman from Champ, and the post-1927 standard dimensional data was pieces together from 
various other decal sets. I wasn’t too worried about getting the small lettering 100% correct; as you can see from 
several of the above photos, the Wheeling’s coal cars got so dirty that only the numbers were visible! (those were 
repainted from time to time because they had to be to tell one car from the other). 
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I Dullcoated the completed car, add the T-section trucks and couplers, and the car was done! I added light 
weathering to the car for now, and will eventually dirty the car more once I improve my weathering techniques. 
Overall I’m very happy with my new car: for little more than the price of a plastic kit I ended up with a decent 
representation of a specific car that’s not available anywhere else. While not resin quality the model helps fill a 
glaring hole in my roster, and I can move on to other projects. I hope some of you will attempt similar projects, and 
maybe move on to this one! 
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NKP 597 waits in the hole at Malinta Tower, waiting for brand new Geeps 475 and 454 to pass with a 

through freight. Soon, the 1918-built H-6o class Mike will get its local switching done for the day and will 
tie up in Toledo, perhaps for the last time. 

This fantastic modeling takes place on Warner Clark’s Proto:48 home layout, which will be featured in an 
upcoming issue of the Notebook. 
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NKP 605 switches the local paper mill on Jon Grant’s Sweethome Chicago layout. 
Jon Grant photo. 

 
Gondolas are a sadly neglected part of model railroading. One of the first freight car types, gondolas are 

true “do anything” workhorses on the rails, and at one time outnumbered all other freight car types. Here, 
NKP 45461 lugs a load of scrap across Tony Koester’s layout, bound for the Federal-Mogul foundry in St. 

Louis. Brian Carlson modeled the gondola using a Sunshine resin kit, while the scrap load is random 
chunks of Evergreen I-beam lightly painted silver.  The other two cars are also Brian’s work, including the 

Intermountain “War Emergency” boxcar to the left of the gondola.                 Tony Koester photo.  
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Sheds were absolutely everywhere in the good old days, both along railroad rights of way and on private 
property. Here Dan Merkel showcases a few of his recent shed builds, all painted for use along his version 
of the Nickel Plate Road. None of these structures follow a particular prototype, but then again, neither did 

many purpose-built sheds! 
 

 
Early afternoon is a busy time on Bill Tuohy’s HO scale NKP layout. Here, Hudson #177 prepares to take 

over a train from PA #190 on its final run into Chicago, while 0-6-0 #357 backs out into the yard to begin 
the second trick switch job. The passenger cars are all kitbashes, the switcher is a Proto 2000 USRA 

engine, and the Hudson is an old NKP Products brass import.                 Bill Tuohy photo. 
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A Simple Nickel Plate Consolidation Conversion 
By Joe Bliss 

 

 
 

Recently, I decided to add another Nickel Plate Road steamer to my engine fleet. Although I’m a big fan of the NKP’s 
Berkshires, I was looking for something smaller, and which would be a fun little modeling project. I decided to see 
what I could do with the Bachmann Spectrum Consolidation. They’re solid and reliable runners, especially once 
wired for DCC control, and I had a couple of them already in my collection. 
 
Working mostly from photos I found on the web (Rail Net Photos and Fallen Flags being two of my favorite hunting 
grounds for old railroad photos), I dug into the project. Bachmann’s 2-8-0 is pretty close to being correct for an NKP 
engine, especially the G-16 class engines with their big 63” drivers. 
 

 
Armed with photos like these and others, I got to work on my version of NKP 492. These engines liked to change appearances a lot 

and swapped tenders almost as often, so gather as many photos as you can find for your own project before starting! 
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The hardest part of the project is cutting the running boards back about .90" from the front, and lowering them to 
match what I was seeing in the prototype photos. I also modified the engine’s front pilot deck and steps, which had 
to be lowered a bit and moved back towards the cab to meet up with the new running boards. I also added bell & 
whistle cords, and used card stock for a headlight visor. 
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Work on the tender was a bit easier. I built foot boards for the rear of the tender, added re-rail frogs & hangers 
along the side of the tender, a ladder from the tender deck to the top of the slope sheet, and added a working back-
up light. Once all of this work was done I touched up the paint and weathered the entire model with pan pastel 
weathering powders.  
 

    
 
Since I install DCC and sound systems in models professionally, you can be sure that I tore into the “guts” of the 
engine to make sure that it would be a smooth runner. I always pull an engine completely apart and inspect all of 
the wiring, especially to the motor and headlights. A pinched or trapped wire can have the insulation cut away, 
which can eventually lead to a short circuit and burned out decoder! While I'm in there, I grind out the weight a little 
where the lamp is held, and use a Miniatronics "Yeloglo" LED in place of the factory stock lamp. It makes a world of 
difference even with the stock headlight lens! For this project I used a 1.8mm diameter warm white LED, along with 
a 1K ohm, 1/8 watt dropping resistor, in series with the white (-) wire, from the Econami steam sound decoder  I 
used. 
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In the tender, I completely removed the existing DC board and hard-wired the decoder leads directly to the plug 
sockets. Always check this sort of work with a volt-ohm meter, to be sure that you’ve got the right wires from the 
decoder heading into their correct positions in the socket, and into the engine! I also checked and re-wired the 
tender truck wiper contacts to make sure they were feeding power into the engine.  
 
Overall, the process only took me a couple of hours to complete, and the end result was a smooth running engine 
that would complement my fleet of big mainline NKP steam nicely. I now have a smaller engine to handle all of those 
secondary switching moves! 
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Caboose 426 sits patiently behind an S-3 class Berkshire, ready for another trip across Jim Canter’s lengthy mainline. 

Dan Merkel photo. 

THE NKPHTS MODELER’S NOTEBOOK NEEDS YOUR HELP! 
 
Are you a Nickel Plate modeler? Or a modeler of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, the Lake Erie & Western, the Clover Leaf, or any of 
the predecessor roads that went into creating the Greater Nickel Plate? Do you have a digital camera? Would you like to share 
what you’re doing, or what you know, or your tips and techniques on modeling the NKP? Then have we got the forum for you! 
 
These issues of the Modeler’s Notebook mark the rejuvenation of the e-zine, which can become the greatest resource available 
for modeling and showcasing the work of NKP modelers around the globe. Ultimately, the plan is to issue the virtual magazine 
quarterly, but that means that the editorial board of the NKPHTS will need YOUR help in adding to its contents! 
 
We’re looking for just about any and all submissions for the magazine. Full-length features, small one to three page “mini 
features” and stand-alone photos are all welcome and desired. So long as the subject matter is NKP-related, it’s fair game! You 
say that you aren’t a writer? No problem: the NKPHTS editorial staff is here to help. With good quality cameras coming 
standard with just about every smart phone these days, taking photos couldn’t be simpler! (so long as they’re relatively well lit 
and in focus, that is) And we’d love to see your work in all scales and skill levels: S, TT, High-Rail and live steam are all as 
welcome as O, HO and N. 
 
So share your love of Nickel Plate modeling today! To talk to the editorial staff about a submission, or to submit an article, 
please contact the following: 
 

Ray Breyer (Editor, NKPHTS Modeler’s Notebook) rtbsvrr69@yahoo.com 

Tony Koester (NKPHTS Modeling Director) nkpfan@pdt.net 

Art Lemke (NKPHTS Publications Director) publications@nkphts.org 

Adam Matthews (NKPHTS Internet Services Director) webmaster@nkphts.org 
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